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1 Introduction

DNA synthesis has traditionally been beyond the home enthusiast or small amateur groups.
Most DNA synthesis these days involves the phosphoramidite method. [17] This involves a
number of hard to acquire and often toxic chemicals. Some work has been done to reduce
the burden of expense of these special chemicals and increase throughput by printing lots
of different DNA sequences on one surface or by synthesis in small capillary chambers in
microfluidic devices. [16, 11, 12] However for many DIYBIO enthusiasts the obstacle to
DNA synthesis is not cost but the difficulty of finding a producer willing to supply these
chemicals. Here we present a hypothetical method for synthesising medium to long DNA
sequences with out resorting to rare and potentially toxic chemistry. It is our hope that
those more expert than our selves will assist in refining and providing feedback on the
feasibility of the scheme.

2 Key points of utility in the method

2.1 Terminal Deoxynucleotidyl Transferase (TDT)

TDT is structurally similar to DNA Polymerise. It’s function is to add a random nucleotide
to a single strand of DNA. [14] It has two isoforms a short and a long one the but only the
short form is believed to add bases. TDT requires at least 3 nucleotides in a single strand
of DNA to attach to perform it’s function.

2.2 Thermolabile blocked dNTPs

Currently it’s posable to purchase deoxynucleoside triphosphates who’s 3 prime hydroxyl
groups have been blocked with a thermolabile group. These groups prevent further addi-
tion to the DNA strand when incorporated by TDT. [5, 10, 1] However this group can be
removed by simple heating restoring the 3 prime hydroxyl group. These dNTPs are typ-
ically used for hot start PCR to block the polymerase reaction until higher temperatures
are achieved.
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2.3 Piezoelectric Printheads

Unlike thermal inkjet technology piezoelectric printheads can deposit chemicals on surfaces
in small well defined droplets with out breaking down the chemicals involved and has been
previously used for printing DNA micro arrays as well as depositing functional enzymes in
precise patterns. [11, 20] One posable issue is ensuring the viscosity of the printed fluid
is high enough to form well defined droplets. A potential solution is to add glycerol, a
common PCR additive, to increase the viscosity of a TDT or dNTP containing solution.
[3] This has the additional advantage of inhibiting hairpin formation somewhat.

2.4 Type IIS restriction endonuclease

These restriction endonucleases typically cut outside of their recognition sequence. [13, 2]
Consequently if one wishes to release a section of arbitrary DNA from a larger section
of DNA bound to a solid support one can do so provided that large section of DNA has
the appropriate recognition sequence immediately before the section to be released and a
complimentary section of DNA for the recognition sequence is provided. In this case the
the restriction enzyme will cut the arbitrary section of DNA away from the recognition
sequence still bound to the solid support along with possibly a very short section of the
complimentary DNA.

2.5 Ligase assembly

Ligase can join sections of DNA as little as 8 nucleotides long. [9] When relatively short
sections of DNA are ligated there is a potential error checking effect as erroneously synthe-
sised strands typically occur due to an omitted nucleotide in the sequence. In this case the
erroneous strand will usual fail to anneal to the complimentary strand or be too short to
properly ligate unless the complimentary strand features an omission in the same location.
In this case one can achieve some degree of error correction by mixing the correct and
with them erroneous oligos for ligation then purifying the resultant fully ligated product
by length. This will hopefully exclude most errors and give the desired sequence.

3 Protocol

1. Preprepared short DNA strands are attached at the 5 prime end to a glass slide.
Preferably using a template with holes in it laid on the slide to ensure than only
certain areas are treated.

2. A piezoelectric print head layers TDT and selected Thermolabile blocked dNTPs on
the slide in a precise pattern.

3. The glass slide is washed clean.
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4. A solvent is deposited on the slide which is then heated to remove the Thermolabile
blocking groups.

5. The slide is washed clean.

6. Repeat steps 2 to 5 as needed.

7. The slide is removed and a template laid on top of it forming wells that contain
several different printed DNA spots.

8. These wells are filled with a solution containing a type IIS restriction endonuclease
enzyme and optionally the complimentary DNA that binds at the recognition site.
Alternatively the DNA synthesised can be chosen to form a hairpin, where the de-
sired DNA forms the loop and adjacent DNA, and the double stranded section the
recognition site.

9. The DNA containing solutions are transferred out of the wells into separate containers
and the endonuclease purified out or heat inactivated.

10. The separate DNA samples are subjected to a ligation reaction.

11. The desired ligated DNA strands are separated out and retained using standard
methods (for example PAGE electrophoresis).

12. The extracted DNA is combined in an assembly PCR reaction producing the final
DNA product. [19]

4 Details and Points of Interest

4.1 The hairpin versus complimentary additive method

The advantage of forming a hairpin to release the DNA is that both the sides of the
recognition site can be synthesised de novo which means the initial DNA bound to the
solid support can be arbitrary DNA of varied sequences provided it’s of a suitable length.
There is no need to order oligos from a company to start the process. If the released
section of DNA is short enough erroneous deletions may prevent the hairpin forming. If
the delegations are in the recognition site they will likely prevent the erroneous DNA from
being released. In this case restriction endonuclease that leave a long 5 prime overhang
are ideal as they allow the released section to form part of the recognition site. Potential
enzymes we’ve identified for this purpose are BbvI, BcoDI, BsmAI, BsmFI, FokI, HgaI,
SfaNI, BbsI, BfuAI, BsaI, BsmBI, BspMI, BtgZI, EarI, SgeI, BslFI, BsoMAI, Bst71I, FaqI,
AceIII, BbvII and BveI. [2] Of these the shorter ones with a larger number of unspecified
nucleotides are largely to be favoured to allow greater flexibility in the design process and
higher yields of correct released DNA. The issue with hairpin release is the possibility the
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strand ends hybridising with the base of a neighbouring strand releasing a section of DNA
with part of the recognition sequence attached. Consequently it’s important to design this
sequence to prevent unintended ligation. On the other hand achieving DNA release through
use of a complimentary strand added with the restriction digest mix is simpler. Also if
preprepared oligos are used all or most of the recognition site can be part of the initial
oligo bound to the solid support. Therefor only released DNA is synthesised by TDT which
should improve the yield of the correct DNA sequence considerably. Also if these oligos are
ordered from a professional supplier they can be preprepared for attachment to the solid
support simplifying this process. in this case a restriction endonuclease which creates blunt
ends or a short 3 prime overhang is preferable to ensure the cut section of complimentary
DNA will be too short to take part in ligation. The potential enzymes we have identified
as posable candidates are MnlI, HphI, HpyAV, MboII, MlyI, BciVI, BmrI and BmuI. [2]
As with the hairpin method restriction endonucleases with a large number of arbitrary
nucleotides in their recognition sequences are to be favoured but length is less important
as the recognition site is not de novo synthesised. It should be noted that because it
may be necessary to have at least one nucleotide of the complimentary DNA overlap with
the released DNA product it may be necessary to use 4 variants of the complimentary
strand. Ostensibly the DNA for preprepared oligos must be ordered from a conventional
oligo supplier. However it is at least theoretically posable to purify the sequence from a
plasmid derived from cell culture if the DNA with the sequence was adjacent to DNA that
formed an aptamer. [15] However this DNA would be methylated and so would require a
further PCR reaction involving another hairpin to act as a primer to acquire unmethylated
DNA. Alternatively using a yeast cell to replicate the oligo might avoid this. [4] All In
all a long winded means of a acquiring an oligo involving multiple restriction digests and
affinity chromatography. However possibly worth it to acquire large amounts of oligo with
out primers by leveraging cell replication to make lots of DNA. Indeed this would be one
way of acquiring large amounts of primer with out ordering oligos.

4.2 Potential issues

One of our main concerns is that after PAGE purification of the ligation products there
is a risk that not enough DNA will be recovered for assembly PCR. The amount of DNA
produced from a non porous glass surface may be quite small and not all of the synthesised
DNA will be released and not all of the released product will be able to ligate. Also the
choice of how the DNA is divided up between print spots and different wells will be critical
as well as design of the recognition sites. The ligation between each strand in a given
well must be absolutely specific with no possibility of cross talk with the wrong strand
particularly not any unannealed recognition site complimentary DNA. Likewise any areas
of similarity in the over all sequence must lie towards the centre of the ligation product
from each well to ensure that annealing of strand ends in assembly PCR adheres to a
unique sequence. [19] Its very likely the final product will need additional PCR to get a
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usable amount of DNA.

4.3 Availability of dNTPs with Thermolabile blocks

Currently individual dNTPs with with Thermolabile blocks can be purchased under the
brand name CleanAmp from TriLink biotechnologies. [1] In the future this product may
be withdrawn or possibly only sold with the bases premixed. Therefor it is highly desirable
that a DIY method for adding removable 3 prime blocking groups to dNTPs be developed.
Blocks that can be removed with out resorting to aggressive chemicals that would require
the dNTPs to have other protecting groups added. It’s often been suggested that finding a
way to synthesise DNA synthesis reagents would be a good idea but the chemistry involved
is complex and the number of reagents large. However since this method does not involve
any special non enzyme reagents finding a way to synthesise reversibly blocked dNTPs
from standard dNTPs would seem a more manageable challenge compared to synthesising
reagents for the phosphoramidite method. It has also not escaped our attention that
blocked dNTPs facilitate sanger sequencing. [18]

4.4 Availability of enzymes

Since this method is dependant on enzymes and potentially consumes a large amount of
them even if the enzymes involved remain readily available the cost may be prohibitive.
However these enzymes are easy enough to synthesise using recombinant techniques. [6]
One could easily envision a kit of preprepared cell cultures each capable of producing
the enzymes needed for this process. These enzymes could be purified from the lysed
cells possibly with a method as simple as nickel affinity chromatography. [6, 8] In this
case sharing the technology would be as simple as offering some one samples of your cell
cultures to establish their own. Of course it would still be necessary to construct an enzyme
printer but piezoelectric print heads are readily available in epson printers and Epson’s own
patents provide sufficient information to drive them. [7] It may even be posable to purify
oligos and primers from cell culture although as mentioned the endeavour would seem some
what vexed.

5 Closing Comments

It is our hope that this laying out of ideas on the topic will prove beneficial for those with
an interest in synthesising their own DNA. We are seeking feedback on the feasibility of
the method from those more expert than our selves. Indeed we would be interested in
building a synthesis machine based on the proposed protocol which we propose to refer to
as a ?tyndale?. However we lack the resources to do this at present but would be more
than willing to collaborate or assist any labs, bio hacking collectives or hackspaces wishing
to pursue this methodology.
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